For Immediate Release

Legendary Guitarist
George Lynch At
Replay Guitar
Exchange
Guitar fans take note: This
free event is a must-see on
Monday, September 25th,
2017

September 1, 2017, Tampa, George Lynch of Lynch Mob/DOKKEN fame
will take to the Replay stage for an evening guitar clinic.
.
Replay Guitar Exchange invites you to see guitar legend George Lynch for an evening guitar
clinic with one of the true marquee guitar heros of the guitar world.
George Lynch is one of the most recognizable names in the world of heavy metal guitar. With
a career spanning more than thirty years, George has recorded more than twenty albums,
toured the entire globe many times, and is one of the most recognizable endorsees of the
world’s finest guitars and equipment.
From Replay, “We are offering a VIP Meet & Greet Upgrade for $50 where you will get a VIP
laminate, signed 8x10 photo, VIP seating for the event, and pro-photo while you get to meet
George. VIP portion is at 5:30pm and you can get all the info
at www.replayguitar.com/events and purchase your VIP entry at
https://www.replayguitar.com/products/georgelynch.”
What: George Lynch Guitar Clinic
Where: Replay Guitar Exchange 3944 Britton Plaza, Tampa, FL 33619
813-254-8880 or www.replayguitar.com/events for more info.
When: Monday September 25th, 2017 • 6:30pm – 7:30pm
VIP Meet & Greet is at 5:30pm before the event.
Admission: It is free to attend, however VIP Upgrade is available for $50

About Replay Guitar Exchange
Replay Guitar Exchange is an independently owned and operated guitar store in South
Tampa offering new, pre-owned and vintage guitars, amplifiers, and related pro-audio gear.
Instruments are accepted daily for cash or upgrades. Also offered are acoustic guitar, electric
guitar, electric bass guitar, keyboard and drum lessons to students of all ages. Their fullservice repair shop can handle any type of adjustment or repair. Replay carries all of the top
guitar, amp, and audio brands such as Fender, Gibson, Martin, Taylor, Marshall, Vox, Dr. Z,
Supro, Mackie, Behringer, Turbo-Sound, Shure, and many more. For more information on our
showroom, events/clinics, new guitars, used guitars, vintage guitars, guitar amps, guitar
effects, or guitar accessories, visit: www.ReplayGuitar.com
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